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	Abstract: N2 adsorption analysis is a well established technique for determining the two characteristic parameters of open porous and particular solids, i.e. the specific surface area and the pore size distribution (PSD).
However, for aerogels with their huge porosity choosing appropriate analysis parameters is already challenging as compromises are required between sufficient adsorption equilibration and total run time limited not only by the leak rate of the manifold, but also by the size of the LN2 dewars used. In addition, for aerogels the underlying hysteresis of the respective isotherms used for PSD analysis are often superimposed by significant in-situ deformation effects initiated by capillary pressure arising with mesopore filling. This causes erroneous mean pore sizes that may be off by up to a factor of 2.
Usually, a first check in terms of reliability of the mean pore size can be performed by comparing the PSD to the mean pore size calculated from 4Vpore/Sext, with Vpore the total specific pore volume (e.g. derived from macroscopic and skeletal density) and Sext the specific external surface area. However, attention has to be payed to effects influencing the accuracy of the specific surface area determination. Two effects are commonly known, both resulting in an overestimation of the surface area:
- of up to 20 % due to the quadrupole moment of N2 as the probing molecule
- of unspecifiable degree due to solubility effects largely depending on the analysis temperature, the probing molecule as well as the extension and chemical composition of the solid entities
We address the mentioned effects using silica aerogels with different densities and mechanical stiffness as model system for the PSD and introduce options for correction of in-situ deformation effects on the measured sorption isotherms. We furthermore compare the corrected PSD to results derived from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).
Effects impacting the results derived from adsorption for the specific surface area are discussed for silica as well as for selected organic aerogels. The specific surface area determined from gas adsorption analysis is compared to SAXS as an alternative analysis approach.
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